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A4STRACT,
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unclear nature of human services delivery systems create problems for
the' application of an ecological perspective in planning .services for
children with emotional disturbances. During conservative periods,

the ecological approach, which emphasizes the.role of environment, is
generally replaced by psychological ideologies. The current procedure
of organizing service agencies according to categorical services
needed by target populations is a serious impediment to-an
integrated, benVironmentaily.oriented approph. Accountability should
be person - oriented rather than designed ,for administrative
convenience. Current resources must be used more effectively;
ecological pwgrams must rely on creativity and ingenuity. (JAC)
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Under the best of circumstances it is difficult to assess the

cc

utility of an ecological perspective for policy/and program planning. While

the ecological perspective provides an attractive and rational conceptual

base, the challenge of transforming an ecologically based plan into a viable

operational program is enough to dissuade most mortals. Given the economic

and political problems of today and the unclear nature of our human services

delivery system, the task of applying arcological perspective to planning

a srvices fdr children becomes particularly troublesome.

° In a real sense, the ecological perspective is caught.in the cross-

winds of conflicting phposophies and trends. On the one hand, the accelerating

inflationary trend and 4\e reactive efforts to cone'ol the spiraling costs

resulting from these economic difficulties have not-only increased the cost

4 of mental health services, but also have stimulated a great concern for cost
.

containment, service reduction and a variety of cftt saving measures. While

an ecological approach may ultimatelybe more expensive, a shift from our

.'Current categorical approach to funding service delivery to an integrated.

delivery system would involve additional interim expenditures and a realignment

of, current funding patterns'. In addition to the economic impediments, the

POliical ciimate,has not'provided nurtUrance for an ecological approach. The

increasingly negative public attitudes toward government bureaucracy anithe

',growing burden experienced by the taxpayers, most visibly' represented by the

Propos4tion 13 sYndrome, has provided a readymade campaign issue for polit' ns

interested in reducing expenditUres for public human service programs. As Levine

and Levine (1970) have Observed, ideologies about theCise and treatment of

sychol ogi cal dysfuntioning do 66t exist 'independently of the polliticl and
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social climate of the times. The ecological approach, which emphasizes

the role of environment, may be popular in times of political.and social

reform, but is generally replaced by psychological ideologies stressing

intrapsychic functioning during conservative periods,

.

. Finally, there is a growing tendency to demand accountability from

service providers. While accountability in itself is not antithetical to

an ecological approach, tfe tendency to utilize simplistic meaturable objectives,

and outcomes, such as units of service and, eligible target populations served,

make it diffiiult to develop a genuine ecological approach.

On the other hand, there are several current factors and trends that

are supportive of the ecological approach. For example, the recent emphasis

on community support systems, expressed in a report of the President's Commission,

on Mental Health (108) and the national and state level initiatives to develop

comprehensive support systems for the chronidally mentally disabled, represent

concrete examples of acknowledging that an effective service system for the

mentally disabled Inu;t take into account all aspects of the disabled individual',s

life. Unfortunately, in the field of mental health, these approaabps' hive riot

been extended as quickly to children. While the eddication and social service.

fields have played a more significant role, in relation to troubled children,,

there is still a large gap between the ideal system of. an -environmentally

oriented, integrated approach to serving children And the reality of current .-

.. . .

practice. . .-
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The tendency, in all humn services, to view people' ollstically

is-an encouragi

, 0

sign for those committed to the ecological appr h. .TO

the extent that we integrate our responses to the persdhal, biologi 1,

. social, educational and spiritual needs of the child we are develDpi g human

services programs whichlgo well beyond the traditional mental health ap, oaches.
)

that focus primarily on psychological factors. In an era where specialization

and fragmentatiOn have prevailed, the concept Of-an integrated-human service'

system represents a potentially significant counterbalance.

The final significant influence on the use of psychological approach

is the resurgence of the controversial theme of preyentive mental health services.

.The renewed emphasis on prevention, which may be Characterized by a focus on

Specific target populations (e.g. high risk,individuaIs), the accumulation of

empirical euidence supporting 'selective approaches to prevention and the shift

in perspective from dealing with predisposing causes a mental disability to the

more practical approach of directing attention- to precipitating factor and the

types of supportive and competent building efforts that caniti mobilized for

'vulnerable individuals- (Bloom, 1979), represent a more conseryative, but

certainly legitimate use of the ecological perspective. One of the

implications of the preventive approach is a tacit acknowledgement of the

impact of the immediate environment and support system on the behavior of

childi=en\pt risk, as well as those who are currently experiencing

Having presented an overview df the forces that support and impede
ro

the utilization of an ecological perspective in policy and_program planning,

176 us examine'some of the specific issues that must be resolved if we'lviSh

to effedtively promote an ecological approach.

5
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1. The current structure of organizing service agehcies according

to categ6rical services for target populations at the local,

state and federal levels prOvtdes a serious impediment to an.
)

integrated, environmentally oriented approach. While it is

administratively convenient to group according tQ hoMogeneous.

categories, and there -are, certainly problems with umbrella--

human-service approaches; it should-be -aokhowledged"that this

fragmentation must be counterbalanced if, we are to develop and

implement a holisticapproach. In this regard, it will be

interesting to observe the course of the newly seceded Federal

Depaftment of Education..

2. While the emphasis on accountabiliti which has spawned an obsession

with quantifiable objectives and specific units of service

represents progress in the administrative area, we need to

acknowledge that this is,an interim step, whfch will have more

negative than positive iMpact on the delivery of service unless,*

it is integrated into aimore balanced and demprehensiveframework

. of services respohding to-individuals, rather than individuals

AP

adapting to administrative ptgeonholes. We'heed more person-

'.oriented accountability, nth& than accountability designed

primarily for.adeipistrative-dbnvenience.

3: It will e necessary to rethink our,,conventional attitude of

solving hu an problems by throwing more money at-theM. An analysis

of the economic and political situation leads to the inevitable
(
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conclusion that new resources will notibe available in the

foreseeable,future. We must concentrate on redeploying'current

resources'in a more effectiVe efficient manner. For example,

how can we increase the utilization of natural support systems

that are capable of providing many of the support functions

_. _ -..

.cui-renfTY-being offered by the professional delivery system.

c.)
4. Acknowledging that some forms of accountability are\both necessary

and desirable, we are faced withithe challenge of developinisi

.

measurable program criteria and outcome indicators that enable

us to,answ,er critical policy and program questions without under-

mining the basic, interactive nature of an 'ecological approach. -'

For example, what are the tangible benefits of w king with
;

P

significant stems in a child's life, such as-family andts,chool'as

opposed to services focused exclusively on the child's behtavior?

How do we measure comparative impact of these, tWo approaches? What

are the cost benefits of the ecological'approach?--Thereare other

important policy program plannjhg considerations that need to,be

addressed, but the length Of this pap1r does not allow for a full ,

treatment of these issues. Regardless of the, particular_ issue,

the challenge confronting the ecologically oriented planner remains

the Mme. We are fated with a situation of rising expectations and

diminishing resources. Our ability to imstitute sound,ecologically

'based programs will be dependent upon-our creativity. and-ingenuity

in making.b4iter-use of.existing resources.

'
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